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Located in Sydney’s North West, Tempo Living’s
newest Display Home has been inspired by a
simple philosophy: Functional design, Quality
inclusions and Affordable pricing.

A spacious and light filled entry greets you
upon arrival, opening into a large living
area that is embraced by a contemporary
kitchen design which is the heart of the
home. The meticulously crafted cabinetry
is augmented with an adjacent meals
area that has plenty of space for the whole
family to enjoy, while a butler’s pantry

with additional sink and oven provides
the opportunity for you to create that
culinary master piece that you have always
dreamed of. Stainless steel appliances, soft
close accessories, a stone bench top and
architectural hardware further compliment
the luxury finishes found throughout the
home.
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“Your future is here
with Tempo Living.
It’s your home,
it’s your life.”
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“...the perfect area for
entertaining or relaxing on a
lazy Sunday morning with a
coffee while reading a book”.

“The living room of the home
is a fantastic space to enjoy
some precious family time...”
The living room of the home is a fantastic
space to enjoy some precious family time as
it transitions into the outdoor alfresco, the
perfect area for entertaining or relaxing on
a lazy Sunday morning with a coffee while
reading a book. A water feature adds to
the ambiance, while the outdoor couches
beckon an afternoon nap.

Inter-generational living is catered for with
a downstairs bedroom and ensuite that can
also function as a powder room.

The breezy open plan layout is ideal for
modern living, with seamless flooring
progressions and subtle wall tones
contributing to the laid-back atmosphere.
The Tempo Living interior design team has
paid close attention to detail to ensure that
the inclusions and furnishings are cohesive
throughout, whilst also providing some
eclectic touches.

Upstairs is all about space and functionality.
Four large bedrooms including a generously
sized main harmoniously integrate with
a family room and study area. The main
bathroom features a huge shower and
custom cabinetry with a stone benchtop,
complimented by a large free-standing
bath.

Perfect for an overnight stay for the inlaws or a handy home office option should
it be required – your unique lifestyle
requirements have been considered.
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Ample storage space has been provided
for with a walk-in linen and robes to all four
bedrooms.

with the glazing elements. Inspired,
functional and affordable – this home has
been built to create an impression.

The main bedroom boasts a walk-in in robe
with plenty of hanging space and drawer
sets. The master en-suite continues the
theme of open, functional space and ensures
things remain sophisticated with an infusion
of matte black tapware and fixtures.

From solar passive design to intelligent
automation options and water harvesting,
you can be sure that your new Tempo Living
home is considerate of the environment and
sustainable for our future generations.

The façade treatment of the home is
distinctly layered with timeless masonry
brickwork and tactile cladding, while the
modern contemporary theme continues

Tempo Living is committed to
implementing sustainable, Green Smart
options and technology into every home
which we build.
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Tempo Living is Australia’s newest, most experienced builder. Led by a team that
has a proven reputation for creating innovative designs and delivering quality
construction for over 35 years, Tempo Living has the resources and experience to
ensure that your new home will become a memorable building experience.

27 Lockheed Drive, Schofields 2762
Enquiries: 1800 083 676
Email: hello@tempohomes.com
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